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Bohemian Chic
This unique indie style exudes a life filled with Wanderlust, blending old and new 

decor to create a look that is inspiring, whimsical and well lived-in.

SIGNATURE TRAITS

TIPS FOR ACHIEVING THE LOOK

A range of colors, including bright jewel tones, warm neutrals, earthy hues and 

metallics 

Mix-and-match patterns and accessories

Loads of layers (pillows, area rugs, throw blankets)

Contrasting textures, from jute and leather to chenille and silk

Indoor plant life

Ikat, Suzani and Aztec designs

Moroccan-style accents, mismatched decor, wall tapestries, fringe, eclectic wall art, 

leafy potted plants, canopies, beaded curtains, macrame, lanterns, antique pieces that 

tell a story 
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Farmhouse
All-American farmhouse style showcases earthy color palettes, laid-back spaces, 

and simple details with rustic charm.

SIGNATURE TRAITS

TIPS FOR ACHIEVING THE LOOK

Classic farmhouse style includes shiplap, exposed wood beams and open shelving  

Mixed materials like wicker, wood and metal accents can instantly add dimension to 

any space.  

Weathered finishes give furniture a lived-in look 

Accessorize using wire baskets, mix-and-match décor, relaxed fabrics like cotton, 

vintage wall art and simple floral accents.  

Warm up natural hardwood flooring commonly found in farmhouses with a new area 

rug or patterned runner.  You can add a splash of color or keep things simple with 

neutral tones.  
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Mid-Century Modern
Mid-Century Modern may have roots in the 1940's, but with its clean lines and 

classic streamlined shapes, it's a look that will never go out of style. 

SIGNATURE TRAITS

TIPS FOR ACHIEVING THE LOOK

Sleek lines and sharp, eye-catching angles

Wooden furniture often made of oak or teak

Low profile sofas in solid colors with splayed legs

Bold accent chairs in unique shapes: butterfly, lounge, swan, molded Eames 

Pendant lighting, sculpted lamps, metallic floor lamps 

Geometric patterns

Incorporate colorful accents and furniture, but keep walls neutral. White is preferred. 

Allow wooden details to take center stage.

Add retro wall art, vintage-inspired accents and sunburst mirrors. 

Blend old and new to prevent your space from looking dated. 
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Scandinavian
Known for its crisp lines, muted interiors and understated elegance, Scandinavian 

style is all about chic minimalism and hygge, a Danish word translating to 'cozy' and 

'relaxing.' 

SIGNATURE TRAITS

TIPS FOR ACHIEVING THE LOOK

Cool color schemes, shades of gray and clean white lines

Black or monochromatic accents and wall art

Modern metallic lighting

Natural wooden flooring and furniture

An occasional pop of color. Blue is a favorite! 

Decor that serves a purpose- functionality is key 

Cut out excess clutter. Less is more with this scaled-back style.

Breathe life into your space with houseplants, including succulents and cacti.

Incorporate natural elements like knit blankets, faux fur throws, and wicker baskets.

Practice hygge by creating an inviting sanctuary to enjoy relaxing and entertaining 

friends and family.
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